“New storm chasing series takes
the internet by storm”
Chicago, IL - February 5, 2019 - This past weekend Limitless Light
Productions premiered their new web-series “Season of the Storm”.
The series follows professional and longtime storm chaser Adam
Lucio, as he embarks to find America’s most captivating and extreme
storms. “We started the process in 2011 where I found the utmost
interest in Joplin, Missouri where the most deadly, single tornado in
modern history took place,” Mike Mullenhoff, Co-Producer, and
Director of Photography of Season of the Storm, “It was eye-opening
to see what mother nature is capable of.” The series star, Lucio who
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has been storm chasing for fifteen years, was delighted when
Mullenhoff came to him to shoot the series, “It sounded exciting, I was definitely intrigued”
Adam Lucio, the star on Season of the Storm. A
 ccording to the producers, it was originally shot
as a documentary feature film, however, “after a few chases, we decided to change it to a series
and I couldn’t be more satisfied with how it turned out” says Mullenhoff. The series showcases
six in-depth episodes that allow you to witness the real, raw, and beautiful side of storm chasing.
“We really did not want to capture any of that fake reality type drama, it kind of takes away from
the series.” Bailey Durham, Co-Producer of Season of the Storm. Although the series is a
reality-based documentary, the producers have taken a whole new approach without any of the
reality bull-s***! The series has been received better than what the producers had initially
anticipated. “We are super thrilled with the way the public reacted and the positive feedback we
have acquired just from the opening weekend; we are looking forward to a potential season
two!” Durham adds.
Season of the Storm is now available for on-demand streaming on any electronic device. You
can find the series on seasonofthestorm.com.

